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Appendix A Vertical Cell Range

One of the challenging issues for composers who wish to score for the guitar is the question of which vertical cells are available on the guitar, an issue that has been referred to as “very puzzling for non-guitar playing composers” (Vassilandonakis, 2004). In this appendix, an account is given of the principles that govern vertical cells scoring, wide ranges, position writing, the possibilities of the capodastro and possibilities to score clusters on the guitar.

A.1 Principles and range

When writing intervals and chords for the guitar, there are two facts that should be taken into consideration:

- The guitar has six strings
- The guitarist uses four fingers of the left hand for holding down the strings (the left hand thumb is used to support the hand at the back of the neck)

This means that chords consisting of six notes can be written, but these notes would always have to be played with the four fingers of the left hand that the guitarist has at his disposal.

The guitarist has four fingers on the fretboard, each of which, as a point of departure, is assigned a fret. The first fret is assigned to the index finger, second fret to the middle finger, third fret to the ring finger, fourth fret to the little finger.

The barré is a playing technique that allows the guitarist to play more than one fingered note at a time with one finger. For this technique, the guitarist lays her finger flat over a number of strings to depress them all at once. The guitarist can use one finger to cover a fret on two up to six strings at the same time. The first finger of the left hand is most commonly used for this technique.

A.2 Wide range

A.2.1 Pitch combination range

56 For the numbering of the fingers of the left and right hand: see Reading Guide.
The widest range most guitarists can reach consists of 4 or 5 frets between the index and fourth finger of the left hand when playing in the first position. When moving to a higher position, this distance increases, as the width of the frets decreases. The largest distance between bass note and top note is pictured in Figure A.1. Any interval within the extremity of each mentioned interval is playable.

When using open string basses these extremes in range do not apply, since the bass note would not have to be fingered by the left hand. The largest interval then corresponds to the range of the guitar.

When scoring notes higher than a written e3 (sounding e2), sufficient time in advance should be allowed for the performer to locate the note and afterwards to leave the high position and return to a normal position. Ways to allow for such time is by:

- Making use of rests.
- Letting one or more notes ring on while the performer changes position. As the left hand has to move through the air in order to prepare the high note, this should be a note that is not fingered with the left hand, such as an open string or a natural harmonic that is ringing on.
- Writing the preceding section in a range that is positioned near the note in the extreme range that has to be played.

When the above options are not possible for musical reasons, the sounding result will be such that the note before the note in the extreme range sounds staccato, or the note in the extreme range is played too late.

A.2.2 Playing possibilities in wide ranges

A guitarist can still perform Figure A.2 with a number of articulations, including legato.
Figure A.3 Jumping between notes outside hand span

Figure A.3 shows an alternation of two notes that exceed the maximum range between notes that can be held in one position. The example can be played, but not legato.

Figure A.4 Sounding result of jumping outside hand span

Because the left hand has to jump, the result will sound as notated in Figure A.4. When the top note is scored even higher, the rests between the notes will, as a consequence of the left hand having to jump further, become longer.

A.2.3 Left hand thumb on fingerboard

Figure A.5 Left hand thumb range

Rarely, the thumb of the left hand is moved away from the back of the neck and used to stop notes on the fretboard, making the interval ranges pictured in Figure A.5 possible.
The interval f# on the sixth string and c on the first string can be performed by using the thumb of the left hand for the low f# (Figure A.6). The use of the left hand thumb in this example is not prescribed in the fingering. Koonce suggests the use of finger 1 of the left hand for the performance of the low f#. Because the interval between the low f# and the high c exceeds the left hand range, the solution here is to perform the low f# with the left hand thumb. A left hand thumb fingering should be indicated with a symbol specified in a legend or a short verbal description, as there is not standardized notation for such a fingering.

A.3 Position writing

A.3.1 Explanation

A position number on the guitar can be defined as the number of the fret where the leftmost finger of the left hand, normally the index finger, of the left hand is playing. We call the position the first, when the guitarist has its left hand index finger in the first fret, middle finger in the second, ring finger in the third and little finger in the fourth. The second position is the one in which each finger has moved one fret up, meaning that the left hand index finger is now holding down the string in the second fret, middle finger in the third, ring finger in the fourth and little finger in the fifth fret.
When scoring for the guitar, one is free to use any combination of four fingered notes and two open strings within a position (Figure A.7).

The first position on the guitar is the position that allows least extensions of the left hand, as the frets are at their widest here. The higher the position the guitarist plays in, the narrower the width of the frets. The range of notes that can be reached in the first position is therefore smaller than in higher positions. For this reason, the first, third, fifth, seventh, ninth and eleventh position are separately discussed here. For the positions in between one can make use of the scoring charts, range and rules of the previous position, transposing its range up by a minor second.

**A.3.2 Notation**

Positions are notated in Roman numerals, i.e. I for position one, II for position II, III for position 3, etc. When a barré is necessary, a number of notations are used: the most common being the Roman numeral of the position number, sometimes with an added C (meaning Capo), sometimes with a spanning line included for the duration of the barré.

**A.3.3 The first position**

![Figure A.8 First position range](image)

In Figure A.8, the ranges within the first position are explained per string. The minims correspond to frets one to four on each string. It is possible for guitarists to stretch their little finger one fret further: the pitch that is reached in such case has been indicated with a quaver. It is recommended not to use more than two notes from the extreme range.
When writing chords, it is recommended that the composer check the notes within the chord on the fingering chart to estimate whether it is possible to play the written chord. As a general rule, chords that require a distance of more than one fret between the middle and ring finger or the ring and little finger should be avoided, as well as chords including a large string distance between the ring and little finger with the little finger on the lowest string, as they are extremely difficult or impossible to play. When writing notes in the extreme range, special attention should be paid to whether the lateral distance between middle-ring finger and ring-little finger are still within the range of possible distances.

*Figure A.9 First position chords*

Figure A.9 shows examples of finger combinations in the first position and their sounding result.

**A.3.4 The third position**

*Figure A.10 Third position range*
In the third position, notes within the standard range correspond to frets one to four in this position, being frets three to six. As we are moving up the fretboard, the frets themselves become narrower and, as a result, more potential for reaching the extreme range arises. The extreme range consists of two notes, of which the first can be reached with ease by many amateurs, while the second can be written when scoring for professional players. It is advised to use no more than two notes from the extreme range of the first quaver, and a maximum of one note from the extreme range of the second quaver.

A.3.5 The fifth position

![Figure A.11 Fifth position range](image)

In the fifth position, notes within the standard range correspond to frets one to four in this position, being frets five until eight. Again, more potential for reaching the extreme range arises. The extreme range consists of three notes, of which the first can be reached with ease by many amateur players, while the second and third can be written when scoring for professional players. It is advised to use no more than two notes from the extreme range of the first quaver, and a maximum or one note from the extreme range of the second and third quaver.

A.3.6 The seventh, ninth and eleventh position
In the seventh, ninth and eleventh position it is advised to use no more than two notes from the extreme range of the first quaver or a maximum of one note from the extreme range of the second and third printed quaver.

A.3.7 The thirteenth and fifteenth position
The thirteenth and fifteenth positions represent the highest range of the classical guitar. It is here that the guitarist is playing on the part of the fretboard that is directly connected to the top of the guitar body. This range lends itself well for brilliant passages on the first string, as it is here that we have reached the very top of the instrument’s range. It may be noted that the second note of the extreme range is not available on every guitar, but most concert guitarists play guitars that include this high c.

As the fretboard is placed on the top of the guitar body here, the player’s left arm is partly blocked by the guitar body. This means that one cannot be as free in writing chords that include large spreads between strings. In the eleventh position, a chord of four notes on strings 1-2-3-4 or 1-2-3-5 is the advised maximum. In the thirteenth and fifteenth position, a chord of three notes on strings 1-2-3, 1-2-4 or 1-2-5 is the advised maximum.

A chord of three notes on strings 2-3-4 is very awkward to play in the thirteenth position, but would be playable a few frets lower on strings 1-2-3 (Figure A.17). Since high range notes are always available in lower positions on a higher string, the high range is mainly used to reach high notes on the first string.
A famous repertoire example using the high c appears in Barrios’ *Un Sueño en la Floresta*, where a continuous c, produced by the tremolo technique, functions as an expressive peak in the piece (Figure A.18).

A.3.8 Literature examples of position writing combined with open strings

Most guitar literature contains frequent changes in left hand playing position. Position changes extend the range of the first position, allow the performer to reach combinations of notes that are not available in the first position, or assist in attaining a different timbre.
A piece often recognized for its inventiveness in guitar scoring, the *Etude No. 1* by Villa-Lobos, exhibits an interesting procedure in writing idiomatic chords on the guitar (Figure A.19). Villa-Lobos takes one chord, starting in the tenth position, consisting of four fingered notes and two open strings. He then continues to move the chord one fret down every following measure, thus changing the chord and its inner voicings, as the pitches of the open strings (the open first and sixth strings) remain unchanged.

![Figure A.20 Position writing](ETUDE VI, BROUWER)

Brouwer employs a similar procedure in his Etude VI. Against the backdrop of an open 5th and open first string, Brouwer changes the pitches on strings 2, 3 and 4 (Figure A.20). These scoring examples demonstrate a distinctive “guitaristic” sound, as the open strings ring on much longer than the fingered notes, taking on a drone-like quality when repeated over longer periods of time.

### A.3.9 Choice of fingering

One of the characteristics of the guitar is that most notes can be played on multiple locations. Except for the open sixth string, the first four frets of the sixth string and the highest positions on the first string, each note can be played in at least two different places. The pitch that sounds when playing the open first string can even be played on five different strings, with additional possibilities of playing it as a harmonic.

![Figure A.21 Fingerings](ETUDE VI, BROUWER)

The e from the open first string can be played in a number of different places: on the first, second, third, fourth or fifth string (Figure A.21). The last two notes are natural harmonics on the sixth and fifth strings. The first choice for many guitarists would be to play the e from the above example as on open string. If, however, the music requires the left hand to be in a higher position, or the performer prefers the sound of the second or third string for this particular e, the second or third string can be chosen. Playing this
note on the fourth or fifth string will happen only rarely, as we are reaching the extreme range up the
neck of the guitar. Harmonics are normally only played when explicitly prescribed in the score.

This example can serve not only to make clear how sight reading on the guitar is a complex task, but also
how each fingering represents a choice in timbre. For nearly every written note, the performer has to
decide where to play it in case no fingering has been specified by the composer. This also means that the
composer has an enormous palette of subtle differences in tone color to work with. If the composer is
looking for a specific tone color for a section of his music, she should indicate the sounding result she is
looking for, so that the guitarist can create that sound through the available tools, or prescribe a specific
fingering.

A.3.8 Additional possibilities of the barré technique

First finger barré

![Figure A.22 Barré chord with three added fingers]

The barré technique allows the composer to score a chord consisting of more than four fingered notes
within any position. This barré can be executed by the first finger over all the strings, thus making all
notes in the first fret of a given position available at the same time. To these notes, any note within the
regular range of the position can be added. This makes it possible to score six fingered notes, achieved
by the performer by using one up to four fingers of the left hand (Figure A.22). The possibilities of the
barré, however, come at a cost: the open strings are not available anymore, as they are covered by the
barré.

A solution that allows open strings to be used anyway is the use of a partial barré that does not cover all
strings. One could use a partial barré over two strings, making it possible to score a chord consisting of
five fingered notes with an additional open string. Depending on the technical capabilities of the player,
it is recommended not to ask for an open string just over the topmost note of a barré as it is often not
possible for the finger to avoid touching the next string. Such scoring should only be used for
professional guitarists.
The barré pictured in Figure A.23 is possible for professional players. Amateur players may have trouble avoiding touching the fourth open string.

The danger of the partial barré is that when on the higher neighboring string a note in a lower fret or an open string is scored simultaneously, the finger may touch the next string, so that a buffer zone of one string may be required. That buffer string can be used by writing a note in one of the available frets, provided that it is in a higher position than the barré. If the guitarist touches that string with the first finger there is no problem, as touching the string of a fingered note to the left will have no effect on its sound.

The chord pictured in Figure A.24 is playable, as there is one fingered string between the highest note of the barré (string 5) and the open string (string 2).

Fourth finger barré

The fourth finger is sometimes used for the execution of a barré over two notes, almost without exception over the first and second string.

Literature example of barré writing
In Fernando Sor’s *Grand Solo* we see how the open strings are still be available when scoring partial barrées, regardless of the position we are in. The fifth string functions as a bass pedal, while chords played with partial barrées are played in various positions (Figure A.25).

### A.4 Additional possibilities of the capodastro

The capodastro is a device that is applied the neck of the guitar and functions like a mechanical barré, leaving the other fingers of the guitarist free to play in higher positions without having to finger notes in a lower position. Applying and moving the capodastro takes some time, so changes in the capodastro position are usually made between movements or pieces. For the possibilities of the capodastro, the various positions discussed in the chapter section on position writing should be consulted. Note that the open string pitches are replaced by the open string pitches transposed to the position the capodastro is placed in. This makes it possible to play transcribed music in its original key, and to create “unusual sonorities” (Marchione, 1998).

*Figure A.26 Capodastro in first position*
Marchione prescribes a capodastro in his transcription of violin works by Telemann for the guitar. For the example in Figure A.26, a capo in position one is prescribed. The composer should either notate the sounding result of the capo, or notate the music as if it were played in first position. Marchione use the latter option.

**A.5 Clusters**

*Figure A.27 Open string fingerings*

Figure A.27 shows how the same pitch can be played on different locations. If we look at the last measure in the above overview, we see that the e can be played on the first, second and third string. If we play all these notes at once, we have a unison played over three strings.

*Figure A.28 Guitar clusters*

If we would move the e on the second string a semitone up, and the e on the third string a semitone down and play these notes at once, we would have a cluster of three notes: d#, e and f. These pitches can all be reached in the sixth position. By grouping two notes around, above or under an open string, the clusters pictured in Figure A.28 become available to us.

*Figure A.29 Cluster*

*(SEQUENZA XI, BERIO)*
In Luciano Berio’s *Sequenza XI*, a right hand trill technique is used to create a rapid and continuous ringing of a cluster interval. Figure A.29 exhibits a fragment of this technique, while finishing on a simultaneously performed cluster of three notes. Clusters of more than three consecutive minor seconds are not available in standard tuning.
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Appendix B Harmonics Fingering Chart

B.1 Chart

Figure B.1 Harmonics fingering chart

Figure B.1 displays the nodal points that are used to create natural harmonics on the guitar.

B.2 Nodal point pitches

An overview is listed below of the interval relation between the open string and the natural harmonic at a particular nodal point position:

II: 3 octaves and a major third
III: 2 octaves and a perfect fifth
IV/IX/XVI: 2 octaves and a major third
V: 2 octaves
VII/XIX: 1 octave and a perfect fifth
XII: 1 octave
B.3 Vertical combinations

B.3.1 Two-note combinations

Any combination of two harmonics can be scored within the following position ranges:

- From position II to VII
- From position IV to IX
- From position VII to XII
- From position XII to XIX

B.3.2 Three- and four-note combinations

The most effective combinations are scored within one of the abovementioned position ranges with one harmonic in the low position and the other two or three in the higher position, or vice versa with one harmonic in the higher position and the other two or three in the lower position. If the fret distance is only two frets or less, any combination can be scored. Any combination of harmonics on the same nodal point can be scored, and any combination of harmonics between position V and IX; in both of these cases, a barré is used.

B.3.3 Five-and six-note combinations

The most effective combinations are scored within one of the abovementioned position ranges with one, two or three harmonics on adjacent strings in the low position, and the other three, four or five harmonics in the higher position, or with one harmonic in the high position and the other five in a lower position. Additionally, any combination of harmonics on the same nodal point can be scored.
Appendix C Relative Dynamics Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FFFF</th>
<th>FFF</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>FF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plucked sounds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural harmonics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial harmonics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingered sounds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unstrummed sounds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingered sounds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tambora sounds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitched tambora</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percussive tambora</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammered sounds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottleneck sounds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scratching string sounds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverted stopping sounds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottleneck guitar sounds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Appendix D Scordatura

D.1 The scordatura

D.1.1 Definition, timbre and range

The term scordatura refers to “tunings other than the normal, established one” (Boyden & al., 2012). With the help of a scordatura, the pitch range of the guitar is altered. The most usual detunings ask for strings to be tuned down a maximum of a major second to a minor third, and up to a maximum of a major second (but preferably not more than a minor second). When tuning a string up more than a minor second, there is a risk that the string breaks due to increased tension. Scordaturas detuning on or two strings are relatively common in both the classical and the more contemporary guitar repertoire.

Scordatura alters the timbre of the guitar by changing the tension on the string; in this manner, pitches take on a different timbre. Scordatura is often used to make other keys or note combinations accessible; a common scordatura tunes the sixth string down to a d, making the key of d major and minor more accessible in guitar scoring.

Detuning a string has as its consequence that the range of a string is transposed; when considering the vertical cell range of the guitar, this should be taken into consideration.

D.1.2 Tuning

Scoring multiple scordaturas in a composition may lead to tuning issues, as it takes some time and re-tuning for a scordatura to settle.

D.1.3 Notation

For the use of scordatura, one of two possible types of notation can be chosen. In the first type of notation, the score is notated with accurate, sounding pitches. In the second type of notation, the score is notated as if no strings were detuned, usually improving readability. This second type of notation is particularly effective in scordaturas in which multiple strings are detuned. A downside of this type of notation is that if the performer decides to play a note on another string, wrong notes may easily be played as the usual string interval relationships do not apply and the performer cannot directly derive the correct pitch from the score. A remedy to this issue is used in Koyunbaba, where a double staff is used, one with the sounding pitches and one with the second type of notation (Domeniconi, 1998).
D.2 Literature Examples

D.2.1 Regular scordaturas

Most scordaturas used in the repertoire require detuning one or more strings to another tempered pitch. In the following section, common and less common examples of such scordaturas are discussed.

Common scordaturas

Sixth string to d

By far the most common scordatura in the 19th and 20th century repertoire is the tuning of the 6th string to d. This makes the key of d major and minor more accessible in scoring, and adds two pitches to the range of the guitar (Figure D.1).

Sixth string to d, fifth string to g

Another common scordatura tunes the sixth string down to d and the fifth down to g, making the key of g more accessible to guitar scoring: the open fifth string is a g, while the d on the sixth string is the dominant of g.
Third string to f#

Figure D.3 Third string to f#

(FANTASIA, MUDARRA)

In transcriptions of lute, vihuela and baroque guitar music, a scordatura with the third string tuned to f# is frequently suggested (Figure D.3). This scordatura is similar to the tunings of the abovementioned instruments, making the rendition on the guitar both more faithful in sound to the original score and technically more playable.

Less common scordaturas

Sixth string down to e flat

Figure D.4 Sixth string to e flat

(THURIS, TITRE)

A less common, but effective scordatura for extending the low range of the guitar by a semitone, appears in Titre (Figure D.4).

Sixth string down to e flat, second string down to b flat

Figure D.5 Sixth and second string semitone down
D’Angelo uses a scordatura in which the sixth string and the second string are tuned down a semitone (Figure D.5).

*First string down to d sharp*

![Figure D.6 First string down to d sharp](image1)

Brouwer prescribes a scordatura in which the first string is tuned down a semitone, changing the sonority of the higher register (Figure D.6). The score is notated as if the first string were not detuned in order to improve readability.

*Sixth string up to f*

![Figure D.7 Sixth string to f](image2)

In the *Sonata*, Brouwer tunes the sixth string up a semitone to f, making the key of f more available for guitar scoring (Figure D.7).

*Scordatura of all strings*
Domeniconi uses a scordatura in which the guitar is tuned to a d minor chord (Figure D.8). In the introductory note, Domeniconi suggests for the guitar to be tuned a semitone lower than the printed d minor chord in the score, creating a scordatura that affects all strings. The score is notated as if the strings were not detuned, in order to improve readability.

D.2.2 Microtonal scordaturas

Microtonal scordatura of multiple strings

Ferneyhough uses a range of microtonal scordaturas in *Kurze Schatten II* (Figure D.9). When a string is detuned to a microtonal pitch, this ensures that all stopped notes performed on that string are microtones.
Appendix E Video Files

Files

The video files appendix consists of the following files:

- Figure 5.1 – Figure 5.102.wmv; containing video performances of the image files from the chapter on plucked sounds
- Figure 6.1 – Figure 6.46.wmv; containing video performances of the image files from the chapter on harmonics
- Figure 7.1 – Figure 7.29.wmv; containing video performances of the image files from the chapter on rasgueado sounds
- Figure 8.1 – Figure 8.42.wmv; containing video performances of the image files from the chapter on strummed sounds
- Figure 9.1 – Figure 9.29.wmv; containing video performances of the image files from the chapter on percussion sounds
- Figure 10.1 – Figure 10.40.wmv; containing video performances of the image files from the chapter on tambora sounds
- Figure 11.1 – Figure 11.35.wmv; containing video performances of the image files from the chapter on hammered sounds
- Figure 12.1 – Figure 12.17.wmv; containing video performances of the image files from the chapter on Bartok pizzicato sounds
- Figure 13.1 – Figure 13.24.wmv; containing video performances of the image files from the chapter on buzzing string sounds
- Figure 14.1 – Figure 14.18.wmv; containing video performances of the image files from the chapter on scratching string sounds
- Figure 15.1 – Figure 15.17.wmv; containing video performances of the image files from the chapter on inverted stopping sounds
- Figure 16.1 – Figure 16.16.wmv; containing video performances of the image files from the chapter on bottleneck sounds
- Figure A.1 – Figure A.29.wmv; containing video performances of the image files from Appendix A
- Figure D.1 – Figure D.9.wmv; containing video performances of the image files from Appendix D

The examples of non-functional writing in this dissertation are not included as video files.

Equipment

Microphone: Neumann KM 184
Audio interface: M-Audio Fast Track
Camera: Logitech C920 HD Pro Webcam

Recording dates

Video files were recorded in June/July of 2012 and in July of 2013.
Appendix F Etudes: Scores
Twelve études for guitar
CONTENTS
R indicates that a selected region is to be performed regularly.

This composition was inspired by the "Al Cvelops" phenomenon from Hanul Folkwang, 1984.

This work was written with the use of findings presented in the chapter on plucked sounds.

Performance notes for "Die Puppe aus Lütt"

Marlon Tinte
Think through the guitar: the sound-cell-structure chain

Harmonics are noted at their sounding pitch with diamond shaped notations. For some harmonics,

This composition was inspired by the character "The Dowager" from Henry Krehm's IGA.

This article was written with the use of findings presented in the chapter on harmonic sounds.

Performance notes for "Die allein"
The performance of a continuous raggedado, such as printed on paper, allows the continuous raggedado sections are to be executed with a higher combination that allows for sections marked with a section added any to the performance with a continuous raggedado.

This composition was inspired by the character "Tango" from Frank Millard's 1984
This code was written with the use of finding presented in the chapter on raggedado sounds.

Performance notes for "Tango"
followed by an inward movement of fingers over multiple strings.

The arpeggios in the second half of the piece are to be performed with an outward movement of fingers while strumming the 6th to the 2nd string.

Secundum: the strings sound to D.

This composition was inspired by the character "Eniko" from Hando Mikanami's 13th.

Thisikado was written with the use of finger tricks presented in the chapter on strumming sounds.

Performance notes for "Eniko,"
Marlon Titre

The guitar is played with the right hand.

The picks are used to press down the strings to create sound. The picks are held in the right hand.

The left hand is used to press down the strings, producing different notes. The left hand fingers are used to play different chords and notes.

The strings are made of metal and are fixed at both ends. The strings are tuned to specific pitches to produce different sounds.

The composition was inspired by the architecture of the building it was performed in, which is located in London, England.

Performance notes for "Die Vorletzte"
Thinking through the guitar: the sound-cell-texture chain

Marlon Titre
Thinking through the guitar: the sound-cell-texture chain

Marlon Titre

...
Thinking through the guitar: the sound-cell-texture chain

Marlon Titre
Thinking through the guitar: the sound-cell-texture chain  
Marlon Titre
Thinking through the guitar: the sound-cell-texture chain

Marlon Titre
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stop Minds position and bridge.

The inverted stopping sound in the last staff system is notated as if it were placed as a buzzing sound between the

bottom staff is reserved for the notation of buzzing string sounds, while the top staff is used for all other sounds.

This composition was inspired by chapter 17 in book 2 of Markku Heiskanens 1984.

This edition was written with the use of Erdiko's program in the chapter on buzzing string sounds.

Performance notes for "Melusine Hears:"

Marlon Titre
Thinking through the guitar: the sound-cell-texture chain
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This chapter was written with the use of findings presented in the chapter on screeching static sounds. Performance notes for "Yeow dui daa" - eunen.
Between the stopping position and the nut, the bottom string is used for the notation of all other sounds. Instead, the notes are performed as inverted stopping sounds, which means that the string is plucked with the right hand. The top line is reserved for the notation of the sounding pitches of inverted stopping sounds. The middle line is used for the notation of the pitches that were in sound if the notes were played between stopping position and bridge. This composition was inspired by chapter 22 in book 2 of Mario Kusner's book "Harmenau."

Performance notes for "Schäflein and a Horse in the Stable"
Thinking through the guitar: the sound-cell-texture chain

Marlon Tltre

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Standard Tuning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XI. Solange es zwei Monde gibt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

349
Thinking through the guitar: the sound-cell-texture chain

This composition was inspired by chapter 25 and 24 in book 2 of Hindemith’s MUSICA.

Performance notes for “Per nell’altro d’en Tign”/“Brez es de wermi” nubber
Thinking through the guitar: the sound-cell-texture chain

Marlon Titre
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XII. Der Ritt auf dem Tiger: Solange es die Wärme noch gilt

Marlon Titre